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Abstract: Modern architectures make possible development in new algorithms for large data sets
and distributed computing. The newly proposed versions can benefit both from faster computing on
the multi core architectures, and intelligent programming techniques that use efficient procedures
available in the latest programming studios. Frequently used algorithms to sort arrays of data in
NoSQL databases is merge sort, where as NoSQL we understand any database without typical SQL
programming interpreter. The author describes how to use the parallelization of the sorting processes
for the modified method of sorting by merging for large data sets. The subject of this research
is the claim that the parallelization of the sorting method is faster and beneficial for multi-core
systems. Presented results show how the number of processors influences the sorting performance.
The results are presented in theoretical assumptions and confirmed in practical benchmark tests.
The method is compared to other sorting methods like quick sort, heap sort, and merge sort to show
potential efficiency.
Keywords: parallel algorithm; data sorting; distributed computing; analysis of computer algorithms

1. Introduction
Computer technology is constantly developed and new architectures are introduced to the market.
The design of machines with multiple cores involves programming for many logical processors working
independently. The software is oriented on devoted separation of concerns for efficient information
processing. These aspects make it possible to manage even more information in various data bases.
Algorithms that are very helpful in any data base system are various sorting methods. Classic versions
that began research on possible developments were presented in [1,2]. We can distinguish three
main types of sorting algorithms: quick sort, heap sort, and merge sort. Along with new processors
the new, modified versions of these algorithms were presented. In the developments, we can find
some particular modifications for selected data, improved procedures to avoid deadlocks, and new
structures that made it possible to increase the speed of sorting.
Quick sort is composed using divisions of the data stack, in which each part is processed to
organize elements in relation to a selected divider. Many versions of this method show possible
improvements for speeding up the process and preventing deadlocks. A devoted pivot mechanism
for faster stack exchange was presented in [3]. Possibilities to use different position of partitioning
were discussed in [4]. Also, some derivatives from these methods were introduced. The introduction
of a median value for divisions exchange was presented in [5]. This method was tested on various
architectures and chipsets, with some results for the Sun Microsystems, Inc. machine were presented
in [6]. The quick sort was examined extensively, and the research benefitted in some new versions.
A non-quadratic version of this method was proposed in [7]. In [8] was presented some modification
of pivot procedure for sort alignments, which was presented as the new version of the quick sort.
Multi-pivot version of the quick sort was presented in [9]. Heap sort is using the multilevel structure
of data storage, where introduced relations between the following levels influence the speed of sorting.
Each change in the structure requires the procedure to insert elements into the heap. Mathematical
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models of the relations between levels of the heap were discussed in [10,11]. Discussion of the efficiency
of various possibilities for this procedure was presented in [11]. Research on possible changes between
levels of the heap was presented in [12], while two swap procedure for arranging elements into the
heap was discussed in [13]. Tests on access efficiency were presented in [14], and a parallel version of
this method was discussed in [15]. Merge sort is using the “divide and conquer” rule, which suggests
the division of the input data into smaller parts that are sorted during following operations of merging
into one string. Sublinear merging was presented in [16]. A theoretical approach to composition of the
first parallel version of merge sort was presented in [17]. Derivative of this method for partially sorted
strings was presented in [18]. Tests on practical implementations were discussed in [19], while tests on
memory usage were presented in [20,21]. A derivative for more efficient input-output management was
presented in [22], and tests on improved memory management by dynamic division assignment were
discussed in [23]. Research on possible improvements in buffering and reading were presented in [24].
Possible enhancements to the merging procedure were discussed in [25]. The research on possible
improvements were also based on extensive comparison to other methods. In [26] was presented an
analysis of the merge sort in comparison to the bubble sort. In [27] was given an introduction to some
new interesting ideas for possible implementation of merging procedures that can boost the algorithm.
These three sorting methods were also mixed and combined to compose some new algorithms
for devoted purposes. One of the very important aspects is memory management. In [28,29] it was
discussed how the usage of virtual memory influences the speed of sorting. Benchmark tests on cash
usage were discussed in [30]. Research on devoted method for skewed strings was presented in [31].
Also, some propositions of adaptive methods were introduced [32]. Tests on possible variations in
sorting rules were also discussed in [18]. In [33] it was discussed enhanced information management
for big data systems, while in [34] discussion of parallel approaches to sorting for big data systems
were proposed. Markov chain rules for adaptive self-sorting were discussed in [35]. In [36] was
presented a proposition of the comparison free method for sorting. Also, other sorting methods are
permanently developed. Research on the insertion sort method was presented in [37], where instead
of classic version was proposed bidirectional insertion method of sorting.
Related Works
Our research on faster and more efficient methods for sorting was started with a proposition for
a new method of assigning divided strings for quick sort. In [38] we have shown that the dynamic
assignment of position in quick sort can improve sorting by speeding up the method of about 10%.
Also, this change prevents deadlocks so often visible for a classic version. The results of the improved
composition of the heap structure were presented in [39]. Proposed change of the alignment of the
levels in the heap speed up the method of about 5% to 10%. First results of improved merge sort we
presented in [40]. We have shown that the dynamic application of “divide and conquer” rule to various
parts of the initial string can speed up the process of about 10%. Further research on derivatives
of merge sort were discussed in [41]. We have proved that non-recursive version of sorting is more
flexible for the implementations on various architectures. Results of our research were examined on
Hadoop architectures [42].
In this article I would like to propose a derivative of the newly presented method. In [43] was
described a non-recursive fast sort algorithm. This method was proved to have faster sorting from
merge sort of about 10% to 15%. Fast sort algorithm was composed as a new method for large data
sets. In this work I would like to present application of some idea from fast sort to parallel merge
sort algorithm. The novelty of this approach introduces separation of concerns for implementation of
sorting on multi core architectures. Some introduction to this idea was presented in [18]. However that
was only theoretical proposition of the division of tasks between various processors by the use of
binary trees. This article presents practical separation of concerns for parallel merge sort algorithm.
In [44] it was discussed how to possibly parallelize the merge sort in a classic version, however that
proposition was given for double strings. Proposed in this article a parallelized version of the modified
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merge sort algorithm is developed for the dynamically assigned processors. Therefore, discussed here
are improvements to make the algorithm scalable to various multiprocessor architectures.
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where n is the number of measurements x1 , x1 , . . . , xn , x is the arithmetic mean of the sample.
The analysis for sorting time and CPU clock was carried out in 100 benchmark tests for each of
the fixed dimensions on the input. The algorithm’s stability in a statistical sense is best described
on the basis of the coefficient of variation. The coefficient of variation is a measure that allows the
determination of the value of diversity in the research. It is determined by the formula:
Symmetry 2017, 9, 176
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Figure 2. Sample presentation of parallel processing of the request between the user and the server in
Figure 2.
Sample presentation of parallel processing of the request between the user and the server in
the NoSQL data bases.
the NoSQL data bases.

To merge four strings, we use logic indexation of processors. The first processor performs the
merge of the first two strings and save the result in temporary array. The index of merged string shall
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of the first two strings and save the result in temporary array. The index of merged string
shall be the same as the index of the first element of the first string. A second processor at the same
be the same as the index of the first element of the first string. A second processor at the same time
time starts merging of the third and fourth string. In the same way as the first processor, the second
starts merging of the third and fourth string. In the same way as the first processor, the second
processor will keep the merged sequence of numbers in the temporary array beginning writing at the
processor will keep the merged sequence of numbers in the temporary array beginning writing at the
index of the first element of the third string. All of the processors operate independently from each
index of the first element of the third string. All of the processors operate independently from each
other and do not share the same memory resources. Separation of concerns for the execution of the
other and do not share the same memory resources. Separation of concerns for the execution of the
parallel merge is established by the use of end-of-cycle assumption located in the parallel for loop.
parallel merge is established by the use of end-of-cycle assumption located in the parallel for loop.
The duration of the process can be defined by the formula:
The duration of the process can be defined by the formula:
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In the next step of the algorithm, stored in the temporary array information is sorted for every
In the next step of the algorithm, stored in the temporary array information is sorted for every
two rows and stored again as the merged row in the input array. Parallelization of the process of
two rows and stored again as the merged row in the input array. Parallelization of the process of
merging n/4 strings is shown in Figure 4. In the next steps of the algorithm we merge in the same way
merging n/4 strings is shown in Figure 4. In the next steps of the algorithm we merge in the same way
all of the enlarged strings, in each iteration, four times, see Figure 5.
all of the enlarged strings, in each iteration, four times, see Figure 5.
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Teorem 1. Parallel Modified Merge Sort Algorithm using n/2 processors has time complexity.
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log n

what gives that 2k = 2 log4 n = 2 log2 4 = log2 n and 22k = 4k = n, therefore we get:
2

Tmax = 2n − log2 n − 2,

(7)

which was to prove.
Modified parallel merge algorithm was implemented in C# MS Visual 2015 on MS Windows
Server 2012. In the implementation of the algorithm was used the class System.Threading.Tasks, giving
the possibility of implementing parallel loops. The parallel loop automatically assigns tasks to the
subsequent processors and stops all tasks to complete the loop. It should be remembered that it is not
the usual iterative loop, and the indicator of iteration number of the selected processor is performed in
the other way. The algorithm was designed to iteratively allocate information to processors by the
implemented modified merge. In Algorithm 1 and 2 we can see the code of the methods, while in
Figures 6 and 7 we can see block diagrams to explain proposed implementation.
Algorithm 1. Parallelized Modified Merge Sort Algorithm
Start
Load table a
Load dimension of table a into n
Create an array of b of dimension n
Start
Load table a
Load dimension of table a into n
Create an array of b of dimension n
Set options for parallelism to use all
processors of the system
Remember 1 in m
While m is less than n then do
Begin
Remember 2*m in m2
Remember 4*m in m4
Remember (n-1)/m2 in it1
Parallel for each processor at index j greater
or equal 0 and less than it1 + 1 do
Begin parallel for
Remember j*m2 in i
Remember i in p1
Remember i+m in p2
If p2 greater than n then do
Begin
Remember n in p2
End
Remember n-p1 in c1
If c1 greater than m then do
Begin
Remember m in c1
End
Remember n-p2 in c2
If c2 greater than m then do
Begin
Remember m in c2
End

Symmetry 2017, 9, 176

Proceed function the merge algorithm of
two sorting string merging of array a and
write in the array b
End of the parallel for
Remember (n-1)/m4 in it3
Parallel for each processor at index j greater
or equal 0 and less than it3 + 1 do
Begin parallel for
Remember j*m4 in i
Remember i in p1
Remember i+m2 in p2
If p2 greater than n then do
Begin
Remember n in p2
End
Remember n-p1 in c1
If c1 greater than m2 then do
Begin
Remember m2 in c1
End
Remember n-p2 in c2
If c2 greater than m2 then do
Begin
Remember m2 in c2
End
Proceed function the merge algorithm of
two sorting string merging of array b and
write in the array a
End of the parallel for
Multiply variable m by four
End
Stop

Algorithm 2. The Merge Algorithm of Two Sorted Strings
Start
Load table a
Load table b
Load index p1
Load variable c1
Load index p2
Load variable c2
Remember p1 in pb
While c1 greater than 0
and c2 greater than 0 then do
Begin
If a[p1] less or equal a[p2] then do
Begin
Remember a[p1] in b[pb]
Add to index p1 one
Add to index pb one
Subtract from variable c1 one
End
Else
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Remember a[p2] in b[pb]
Add to index p2 one
Add to index pb one
Subtract from variable c2 one
End
End Symmetry 2017, 9, 176
While c1 greater than 0 then do
Begin
Remember a[p2] in b[pb]
Remember a[p1] in b[pb]
Add to index p2 one
Add to index p1 one
Add to index pb one
Add to index pb one
Subtract from variable c2 one
Subtract from variable c1 one
End
End
WhileEnd
c2 greater than 0 then do
Begin While c1 greater than 0 then do
Begin
Remember
a[p2] in b[pb]
Remember
a[p1] in b[pb]
Add to
index p2 one
Add to
index
one p1 one
Add
to pb
index
Subtract
from
variable
one
Add
to index
pbc2one
End
Subtract from variable c1 one
Stop End

9 of 18

While c2 greater than 0 then do
Begin
For
this article a modified algorithm was used for merging two strings. The proposed modification
Remember a[p2] in b[pb]
is that the merged strings are treated as stacks of ordered numbers from the lowest to the highest
Add to index p2 one
number, see Figure 6. The algorithm compares the numbers on the stacks when rewriting a lower
Add to index pb one
number to
a merged
sequence.
In the case of equal numbers, the implementation is using the
Subtract
from variable
c2 one
number
of
the
first
stack.
After
emptying
one of the stacks it overwrites the number of the stack
End
containing
Stop elements.

Figure
6. Sample
block
diagramof
ofthe
the proposed
proposed algorithm
toto
merge
twotwo
sorted
strings.
Figure
6. Sample
block
diagram
algorithm
merge
sorted
strings.

For this article a modified algorithm was used for merging two strings. The proposed
modification is that the merged strings are treated as stacks of ordered numbers from the lowest to
the highest number, see Figure 6. The algorithm compares the numbers on the stacks when rewriting
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a lower number to a merged sequence. In the case of equal numbers, the implementation is using the
number
the first stack. After emptying one of the stacks it overwrites the number of the stack10 of 18
Symmetry
2017, of
9, 176
containing elements.

Figure
7. Sample
of the
theproposed
proposedparallel
parallel
sorting
procedure.
Figure
7. Sampleblock
blockdiagram
diagram of
sorting
procedure.

The proposed parallel sorting algorithm is using merge in each step. The four strings of numbers
are merged into one ordered string of numbers, see Figure 7. Each step of the algorithm is divided into
two stages. First, in the iteration is merge of all subsequent pairs of numeric strings to the temporary
array. Then, there is the repetition of the merging of all subsequent pairs of numeric strings in the
input array. The merge process has been parallelized in every step in such a way that the first stage of
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the merge is used to write information to the temporary array, from which it will be executed by the
specified number of processors.
Also, the second stage may be performed simultaneously for a fixed number of processors.
Proposed paralleled merge processes four numeric strings to use more CPUs than simple selection
algorithm. The largest element of four strings is simply rewritten to output string. The practical
parallel calculation process uses a loop Parallel For in C# Visual Studio. Which is assigning iteratively
tasks for further processors. In the implemented algorithm available processors are numbered from
zero to the total number of allocated processors minus one. In this way, each processor can calculate
indexes from all the stacks and the number of elements on the stacks.
4. The Study of the Parallelized Modified Merge Sort
A comparative study of the speed of the presented method was performed on MS Windows
Server 2012 with Opteron Advanced Micro Devices (AMD). Processor 8356 8p produced by AMD,
Inc. The algorithm was implemented in C# in Visual Studio Ultimate 2015. Statistical analysis for
100 samples generated randomly was conducted for each dimension of input, starting from the input
set of 100 elements and increasing the size of the task 10 times each test to 100 million elements.
Among the examined layouts of the elements were various combinations. Similarly to [9] were
examined permutations of the random elements of the integers from 1 to n, randomized selections
of the elements from 1 to sqrt(n), decreasing strings of integers from n to 1, increasing strings of
integers 1 to n, same n equal integers in a string, but also special layouts that are hard to sort. A deeper
analysis on these special examples of critical strings for quick sort was presented and discussed in our
previous research [38].
Each sorting operation by an examined method was measured in time [ms] and CPU usage
represented in tics [ti] of the CPU clock. These results are averaged for 100 sorting samples.
Benchmark comparison is described in Tables 1 and 2, Figures 8 and 9. In the tables are presented
only mean times. These comparison show the analysis of the sorting time. Worst Case Execution
Time (WCET) analysis is not necessary since the given and proved theorem clearly show WCET,
which is when all the comparison instructions are done for the sequence of integers sorted inversely.
The proposed method does not suffer from any critical strings as quick sort [38]. The best sorting time
will be for the ordered sequence. The method will then carry out only half of the comparisons of those
that are performed in the worst case. This is due to the proposed implementation of the algorithm that
merges two numbers. At maximum, the proposed algorithm performs 2n-1 comparisons for merging
two n element strings, but must have at least n comparisons to merge them. Therefore, we have the
upper and lower limit of the sorting time of the algorithm, and in this case, it is justified to perform
statistical surveys on the mean time analysis, as to show how the algorithm behaves in the meantime.
Table 1. The results of parallelized modified merge sort in [ms].
Method—Average Time Sorting for 100 Samples in [ms]
Elements

1—Processor

2—Processors

4—Processors

8—Processors

100
1000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000
10,000,000
100,000,000

1
1
6
46
499
5745
65,730

1
1
4
27
287
3256
37,542

1
1
3
20
203
2317
26,382

1
1
3
17
173
1938
23,186
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Table 2. The results of parallelized modified merge sort in [ti].
Method—Average Time Sorting for 100 Samples in [ti]
Sorting for 100
Samples in [ti] 8—Processors
Method—Average
Time
Elements Method—Average
1—Processor Time
2—Processors
4—Processors
Elements
1—Processor
2—Processors
4—Processors
8—Processors
Elements
1—Processor
2—Processors
4—Processors
8—Processors
100
362
324
264
256
100
362
324
264
256
1000
757
647
524
510
100
362
324
264
256
1000
757
647
524
510
10,000
13,672
7993
5490
4647
1000
757
647
524
510
10,000
13,672
7993
5490
4647
100,000
72,291
41,473
31,437
25,748
10,000
13,672
7993
5490
4647
100,000
72,291
41,473
31,437
25,748
100,000
72,291
41,473
31,437
25,748
1,000,000
777,903
437,706
315,924
269,424
1,000,000
777,903
437,706
315,924
269,424
1,000,000
777,903
437,706
315,924
269,424
10,000,000
8,954,448
5,230,931
3,798,070
3,238,545
10,000,000
8,954,448
5,230,931
3,798,070
3,238,545
10,000,000
8,954,448
5,230,931
3,798,070
3,238,545
100,000,000
102,449,603
58,073,015
41,119,351
35,138,937
100,000,000
102,449,603
58,073,015
41,119,351
35,138,937
100,000,000
102,449,603
58,073,015
41,119,351
35,138,937

sorting
time
[ms]
sorting
time
[ms]
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1.00E+02 1.00E+03 1.00E+04 1.00E+05 1.00E+06 1.00E+07 1.00E+08

sample size
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CPU
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Figure 8. Comparison of benchmark time [ms].
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Analyzing results we can see that each new processor can give some additional power of
computing. Most visible changes in operations are between 2 and 4 processors. With the usage
of each new processor, the number of operations in the system is lower. Similarly, the operation time is
shorter. These confirm the theoretical assumptions proven in Theorem I.
Comparison of coefficient of variation for parallelized modified merge sort is presented in
Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3. Comparison of the coefficient of variation for [ms].
Coefficient of Variation [ms]
Elements

1—Processor

2—Processors

4—Processors

8—Processors

100
1000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000
10,000,000
100,000,000

0.3821615
0.3643562
0.2743689
0.1661708
0.1919563
0.2029680
0.2089429

0.43268856
0.40356701
0.36596252
0.17707090
0.21309771
0.21077261
0.20919211

0.42831802
0.41257718
0.21821789
0.17747680
0.14367983
0.16998284
0.20167919

0.44107100
0.36173402
0.34069257
0.14015297
0.15528751
0.17756993
0.16278364

Table 4. Comparison of the coefficient of variation for [ti].
Coefficient of Variation [ti]
Elements

1—Processor

2—Processors

4—Processors

8—Processors

100
1000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000
10,000,000
100,000,000

0.40505154
0.36725132
0.28111613
0.16516246
0.19185991
0.20295364
0.20894325

0.26224710
0.28016626
0.31917443
0.17583523
0.21235997
0.21077453
0.20918928

0.15192519
0.20075293
0.23101516
0.12684148
0.15981887
0.16344274
0.15855142

0.17000328
0.254527489
0.212133586
0.132691392
0.155664995
0.177647028
0.162786764

Studies have shown the statistical stability of the sort algorithm for large data collections.
Some changes in the coefficients for small size inputs stemmed from the fact that the system
automatically exceed operations what caused longer sorting time in this cardinality.
4.1. Comparison and Analysis
Time analysis of sorting is an important element in identifying the effectiveness of the methods of
sorting large data sets and NoSQL data bases. Let us compare the algorithm. For this we can assume
that the duration of the method will be compared in a respect to one processor. Let us examine if
the duration of sorting is shorter for the method using multiple processors. The results are shown in
Figures 10 and 11.
We can see that with the introduction of each new processing unit it is possible to efficiently
increase the performance of the method. Just two processors can shorten the time of sorting of about
20% to 30%. Each new processor gives additional possibility to decrease sorting time. This can be very
important for multi-core architecture with several processors. This result is very important for large
data sets.
If we compare the usage of processing power similar conclusions can be drawn. Just two
processors can shorten time of sorting by about 20% to 30%. Each new processor gives additional
possibility to divide tasks and therefore speed up the sorting. In Figure 12 is a comparison of sorting
times for various methods. The results are presented for a quick sort presented in [38], heap sort
presented in [39], and merge sort presented in [40]. As a version for comparison was selected proposed
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Presented results from the research show that with new processors the algorithm performs
better. Compared to other sorting methods, the proposed PMMS from 0% to 80% faster in each
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Presented results from the research show that with new processors the algorithm performs better.
Compared to other sorting methods, the proposed PMMS from 0% to 80% faster in each extended
cardinality. Unfortunately, we are not able to decrease sorting time freely. There is always a question
about the performance of the machine. Also, another important matter is the operating system,
programming studio, compiler, and programming language itself. These of all matters influence the
algorithm. In the research, MS Windows Server 2012 was used with Opteron AMD Processor 8356 8p,
and the PMMS algorithm was implemented in C# in Visual Studio Ultimate 2015. These software
issues were chosen as most commonly used at the market. Computer architecture used for the research
was the most powerful, as it was within the author’s research capabilities.
In the proposed analysis, creating a probabilistic model and counting the regression curve was
not performed for a special reason. Because the division of the information into aggregated blocks
and allocations of processors is predetermined and does not subjected to any changes during the
operation of the algorithm, we do not have to discuss a classic statistical analysis of the research. In our
case presented discussion it is enough to draw conclusions. The proposed method is independent of
input cast, unlike in the quick sort method for which deeper statistical analysis is necessary due to the
various deadlocks and sequences that are hard to sort. In our case, as proven in the theorem, for any
number of input sequences and available number of processors there is a top and bottom estimation of
the algorithm’s running time. This is confirmed by the study as the coefficient of variation stabilizes
and is about 20%, which is in line with the theory of computational complexity for the numerical
sequences algorithm.
5. Final Remarks
The article presents Parallelized Modified Merge Sort algorithm for rapid sorting of large data sets.
A proposed method is based on a model of PRAM (Parallel Random Access Machine) that allows the
efficient access to read and write information in the memory cell for each single processor. Therefore,
the implementation was done using a separation of concerns to increase the efficiency and enable
the dynamic association of processors to performed operations. The method was implemented for
a parallel processing of information on machines with many processors. Practical realization of the
PMMS was done in C# MS Visual 2015 on MS Windows Server 2012.
In the article was presented a theoretical analysis of the efficiency and practical verification.
The proposed algorithm was proved to sort n elements in the maximum time 2n−log2 n−2 using n
processors. Comparison tests have shown that the method is more efficient than other sorting methods,
especially for big data sets. In the study, it was shown that the statistical stability of the proposed
method is on a very good level. The results of benchmark tests confirmed theoretical computational
complexity. Presented parallelized sorting algorithm can be successfully used in database applications,
especially in situations where a number of processors can be used for speeding up the sorting process.
In the future research is planned a further development in sorting performance. The research will
involve the parallelization of the developed versions of heap sort and quick sort algorithms.
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